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Race Reports
Reports
Highlander Mountain Marathon
(by Antony “Turtle” Clark)
18/19 April 2009
Back in March I competed in the Highlander Mountain Marathon with Mark Vogan in Glen Strathfarrar,
27 miles west of Inverness. For those who aren’t familiar with mountain marathons, they’re two day races
where you use map and compass to find your way around a list of checkpoints. You carry a rucksack
containing your food, camping gear and emergency kit and have to compete in teams of two for safety
reasons. Mark and I have done a few of these events together in the past and he’s a good navigator, which
is very important. After all, being super fast isn’t much use if you’re running in the wrong direction.
The Highlander is only three years old. I ran it two years ago with Mark in excellent sunshine but fog in
Bristol led to my flight to Inverness being cancelled last year and I couldn’t make it. Mark had already
flown there from Manchester (he lives up North) and luckily he was able to find another partner for the
race which was very cold and snowy (so much so that Mark ended up with frostnip on his toes). This year
I drove to Manchester so I could fly up to Inverness with Mark and be certain I wouldn’t miss it again.
We had a hire car from the airport and first stop was the Dalmore distillery. We had an interesting tour
round and bought a bottle of whiskey each plus a bottle for Henry, the local runner who partnered Mark
last year when I couldn’t make it. Next stop was Tesco to stock up on race food and then we were off to
the event headquarters at the village hall at Cannich. There was a running shop stall at the event HQ so
we were able to buy a gas canister (not allowed on flights) and some NUUN re-hydration tablets which
were great at preventing cramps on the run.
Race Day One
The weather was pretty rubbish as we started day one and we were one of only a few pairs wearing shorts.
We started out badly, ascending past the first checkpoint in mist and then having to go back downhill to
find it before retracing our steps back up the hill. This was a very discouraging start but Mark has a
theory that the first checkpoint is always the hardest one to find as you haven’t got used to the map yet.
The weather gradually cleared up as the morning wore on and we were able to find the other checkpoints
without any problems. Unlike a normal race, it’s very difficult to work out how well you’re doing
compared to other teams until it’s all over. There are a number of reasons for this: the runners are set off
at intervals rather than all at once; you choose your own route between the checkpoints so you’re not all
going in the same direction; and there were only nine pairs on the B course that we were on. The worst
part of the day for me was a long uphill stretch about half way round where we ascended from 340m to
740m over about 4km. It seemed to go on forever and I was glad to get to the top and head down the other
side. We had a bit of scrambling to do in the last quarter of the race when we found ourselves contouring
along the glen at too high a level. I managed to go over on my ankle a short while later contouring in the
gorse and, whilst it was painful as I re-twisted it again and again, it was manageable and I found it easy
enough to run again after a minute’s rest. At the end of day one, we ended up sixth out of nine in a time of
7hrs 13mins.
Overnight camp
The overnight camp at the Highlander is unlike other mountain marathons in that there’s a marquee and
they sell beer and hot food. We were given a welcoming free bowl of pasta on arrival and a printout
showing our time at each checkpoint (it’s all done electronically).
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After choosing somewhere flat and even to set up camp we changed into our dry clothes and Mark put up
his tent, a sub 1kg one man tent that we were both going to squeeze into. We cooked up some couscous
we had brought with us for dinner and then joined the organisers and other competitors in the marquee
where bottled beer was on sale and a live band (including a piper) soon had a ceilidh in full swing. It was
lots of fun and when the beer ran out Mark and I drank the whiskey that I had brought with me in a small
plastic bottle. Mark’s tent was cramped with both of us in there but we slept very well on our balloon
beds.
Day Two
It was Mark’s birthday on Sunday and Sarah, his wife, had given me a birthday card to give him on the
day. It was quite a romantic card and Mark was
a bit worried when he first pulled it out of the
envelope: he was relieved when he opened it
and saw that it wasn’t from me. I had fashioned
the party balloons from our beds into a rather
good hat which I gave him as a present.
Day two weather was much better - although,
as on day one, we had problems finding the first
checkpoint. The climb from the first to the
second checkpoint was a beast, ascending from
150m to 610m in 1.5km. We chugged up the
hill slowly, really regretting still being in shorts
as the gorse tore at our legs.
I really enjoyed the second day of racing.
Visibility was good which made navigation
relatively easy and the views were fantastic. I
was more hindrance than help with navigation,
at one point getting North and South compass
needles mixed up and trying to convince Mark
that we should be going 180 degrees in exactly
the wrong direction. Half way through the day
we came to Loch an Airigh Fhraoich (pictured
right), a beautiful little lake in the middle of
nowhere and felt very lucky to be out on the
hills that day. We even had enough energy to
sprint along the mile of road that took us back to
the event HQ at the finish. It was the only road
we had been on all weekend!
We finished day two in sixth position again, in a
time of 5hrs 50mins. Our total time for the
weekend was 13hours and 4mins. The winners in our class had a total time of 9hrs 54mins.
I’d recommend The Highlander to both experienced mountain marathon runners and novices. There are
four linear classes, where runners go through a list of checkpoints in order. These are graded by difficulty
and the lower classes are shorter and easier to navigate. There are also two score classes for people who
insist on making life as difficult as possible. In these classes, runners go to as many checkpoints as they
can within a set time, picking up points at each checkpoint.
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Marlborough Downs Challenge
(by The Editor)
16 May 2009
In the weeks before the Grizzly, when training seemed to be going well, a longer, post-Grizzly challenge
seemed a good idea. So, the entry form was duly dispatched for the Marlborough Downs Challenge
(MDC) 33-mile trail race – with the idea at the back of my mind that I would aim to beat my time from
2006.
But… Injury during the Grizzly followed by a few weeks of recovery and a few more weeks of sloth,
meant that by mid-May my preparation for the MDC was way off track Should I give it a go regardless?
Should I change from the 33-mile race to the 20-mile race? Or should I just have a lie in on that Saturday
morning? Memories of the beautiful scenery of the Downs were tempered by memories of the pain of the
slog up on to Fyfield Down in the last few miles.
What the heck! I’d do the 33-mile event and just be prepared for a long day – plenty of food, including
sandwiches for the expected hilltop recovery break(s). It was an early start to get to Marlborough for the
off at 09:00 but when the hooter had sounded and we were making out way out of the grounds of
Marlborough College, I felt quite content.
A nice steady plod over the first few miles was feeling OK and I felt pretty self-righteous having returned
a car key to a bloke ahead of me, who had dropped it right in front of me (he wouldn’t have been very
happy at the end of the race, retracing his steps for 30 miles looking for the key).
The forecast was for strong wind and heavy showers. The rain held off but, once we had reached the top
of Wansdyke, the wind blasting from the south made itself felt. However, the fantastic views over the
Vale of Pewsey countered the negative thoughts that wind was trying to force into the psyche.
After the point at which the 20-mile and 33-mile routes diverge, the longer course heads south to pick up
the canal towpath to Devizes. In 2006, by the time the route reached the end-of-towpath checkpoint, I was
demoralised by the tedium of it. This time, I was prepared for the worst and was pleasantly surprised at
the appearance of the checkpoint (unlike the lady, to whom I chatted on leaving the checkpoint, whose
mental state appeared similar to mine at this point in 2006).
Roundway Hill and Furze Knoll provide the trickiest navigation on the route. I took it steady and made no
errors, unlike some of those several hundred yards ahead of me who I saw head off on a detour. The
ascent to Cherhill Down provides a fine view of the White Horse. With the monument and White Horse
left behind, one can be slightly comforted by the thought that there will be no more uphill until after
Avebury.
Bemused Japanese tourists appear to wonder which is the greatest mystery – who built the amazing stone
circle or why these bedraggled runners are meandering through the village? No time to assist their
pondering – the last Downs are beckoning. Over Fyfield Down to the final checkpoint, where the cheerful
encouragement is the same as three years ago – “only three miles and all downhill”. It’s not all downhill –
it’s mainly flat with some downhill and a bit of uphill – but it is only three miles. I finished in
6 hours 07:16, less than 45 minutes longer than 2006, and I hadn’t even eaten my sandwiches!
There are several good reasons to give this event a try. The countryside is beautiful and May is a great
time of year to see it. The eight checkpoints are well-stocked with drinks, sweets and biscuits. The
facilities are good at the finish as there are showers and a hot meal is provided. It also provides a number
of alternative challenges - I saw Diane and John at the finish, as they had completed the 20-mile walk
(starting earlier but following the same route as the 20-mile trail race). I’m sure that Diane and John agree
that MDC is an excellent event.
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Day trip to Man v Horse in numbers
(by Antony “Turtle” Clark)
13 June 2009
Mode of transport
Journey
Elapsed time
Distance
Average Speed
Fuel type
Fuel used
Fuel efficiency
Wee stops
Stretching stops

A
Driving
Bristol – Llanwrtyd Wells –
Bristol
3 hrs 52 mins
182 miles
46.9 mph
Diesel
3.5 gals
51.7 mpg
1 (on outward journey)
2 (on return journey)

B
Running
Llanwrtyd Wells – Abergwesyn –
Llwynmadoc – Victoria Wells
3 hrs 44 mins
22 miles
5.9 mph
Squeezy gels, water
5 Squeezies, water not measured
4.4 mpSqueezy
2
0

Tempus fugit…
(by “Don Juan” McDonough)
27 June 2009
It barely seems 5 minutes since we were running the Cotswold Way relay last year, and here it is again.
My hopes of putting in a potential winning team were dashed; I had hoped to build a team around Emma,
Lisa and Guenaelle to give our fast lads a crack at it, but with Lisa injured and Em, the glory hound,
running CWR for GWR in the hopes of taking the ladies’ team prize for a 2nd year, then that aspiration
was out of the window.
Once the annual bunfight over who was bagsying which leg was over, members got stuck into recceing
and the big day approached with little call on my time as organiser. It looked as though I was in for an
easy ride.
An early night on the Friday, setting the alarm on my phone for 5.30. The first thing I heard was Ruth
telling me it was 6; a mad scramble got us out of the house for 6.20. Multimap has the time from my
house in Bristol to the 7am start at Chipping Camden as 1 hour 31 minutes; I made the start at 7.12. A
phone call to Charlie en route to apprise him of my predicament resulted in him generously waiting at the
start for me and crediting me the 12 minutes; his only condition, shouted to my back as I set off, was ‘try
and overtake somebody!’. Unfortunately I interpreted that as ‘Do it now!’ and went off too fast and it was
only when I had to stop at the top of the first climb to the Hoo, hyperventilating like a maniac, that logic
kicked in and I realised that starting 2 miles after everyone else meant that I it was fairly unlikely that I
would be overtaking anyone some time soon, so I settled down to a more sensible pace to take into
account the sapping nature of the early morning adrenaline surge; telling myself that it would be past
Broadway before I had a realistic prospect of clapping eyes on another competitor.
I was therefore pleasantly surprised to take my first scalp on the climb up to Broadway Tower, with
another couple on the glorious descent on the other side of the hill. It was a beautiful morning, with mist
clinging to the hilltops, and there is nothing like a fast descent for making you feel invulnerable.
The climb out of Broadway soon knocks that out of you; I had learned in previous years that to run it
meant you had nothing left for the 2 mile uphill steady pull beyond, so I always walk from half way up the
hill to the woods. I spotted another couple of runners in front of me halfway up to the bend, with the dark
shirt of a further competitor running the climb and just disappearing into the woods as I started to walk.
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Setting a stiff pace with hands on knees, I managed to outpace the couple and passed them as I entered the
woods.
Crossing the fields I lamented the disappearance of the corner stile onto the track; I have not seen one
anywhere else where you effectively straddle the hypotenuse then one side of a right angled triangle, now
vanished in the name of progress. The runner ahead was now going into the farm gate half a mile ahead.
Arriving at the farm gate, I was amazed to see it open, as previously there was a very nettly stile to the
side and if you opened the gate a furious faced woman would lean out and bark at you to ‘Shut the bloody
gate!’. Turning the corner, I saw that they had a new gate onto the fields so the farm gate could now stay
open.
I ascended into the thickening mist; it was weird as I was expecting the
temperature to drop whereas it didn’t change. Another first; I have
never run in fog and sweated!
In previous years I have taken 800 yards out of a runner on this climb;
this year, given the mist and the fact I had shot my bolt early on,
unsurprisingly I didn’t see another soul until the ground levelled off
and then I caught sight of a dark shirt ahead. Encouraged, I pushed
hard on the descent and had him within 400 yards, aided by the
cautious approach he was taking to the descent.
Knowing I was within a couple of miles of the finish, I started to push
on, and was rewarded with the sight of another runner ahead. As I
caught up with him, a dog bounded across the field and bit him on the
ankle. A woman was feeding her horse in the field and as we
approached he asked her if it was her dog. She replied in the
affirmative, but offered no apology when he told her the dog had bitten
him. Urging him to report it, I pushed on by and redoubled my efforts
on what I knew to be the penultimate climb.
As the hedge gave way to open fields I spotted a couple of shirts 200 yards
ahead. The hindmost caught sight of me as he opened a gate, and took off
with determination and a sharp increase of pace. He obviously knew the
finish was only 1000 yards or so away then. Gritting my teeth and feeling
the shortness of breath, I could see the gap was closing and was encouraged
by the frequency of times he looked over his shoulder. As I passed him I
experienced a double whammy; I could see him give up and slow down, and
then noticed the bloke in front of him go straight on instead of following the
route diagonally right across the field. I let him go 50 yards or so then
shouted to him; assessing his predicament he decided to go on rather than
cut through the long grass then do the 3rd side of the triangle to regain the
course, by which time I was a crucial 20 yards ahead.
Hitting the road I opened up to the finish, gaining 100 yards on them both.
At least I had obeyed Charlie’s edict and taken 9 runners, even if my time
was much slower than in previous years.
Poor Em was at the finish, limping as she had damaged her heel a couple of miles out.
We followed the race through, seeing Rob at the start of his leg and picking up Sue from the end of hers
(100 lines : I must not follow other runners blindly when I have recced my leg), stopping for lunch at
Dursley to see Jonathan off and Ant in before taking PK to the start of his leg. Driving home to get
changed before going to the barbie at Chris and Libby’s, my phone went off; it was my alarm for 5pm…..
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The Tintern Trot
(by Sue Baic)
23 July 2009
A merry band of TACHers were amongst the 100 or so runners on the start line in the warm evening sun.
We were gathered for the start of the Tintern Trot, a multi terrain event organised by Chepstow Harriers.
The race seems to have become a regular feature in the TACH race calendar and this year attracted 7
TACH runners, a very supportive wife and a
dog. The course, of roughly 10k, starts in the
field by the Anchor Inn - almost in the shade
of the ruined Tintern Abbey (shown right).
After a lap of the field to stretch out the group,
we crossed the Wye to the English side on an
old railway bridge. The course followed a
straight flat line along the river for a mile or
so before a marshal signalled for us to turn
sharply and begin the long steady climb
through woods (about 600ft!) to reach Offa’s
Dyke path.
Hazards included multiple tree roots, fallen
trees, steep ascents and even steeper stony
descents. The wise words of Jonathon were
ringing in our ears. He’d warned us all in an email the day before not to get too close to the runner in
front or we’d be unable to see where we were placing our feet on the rather technical terrain.
Pete B once again had a rather unfortunate incident with over-zealous tightening of an item of running kit.
Long standing readers of Rough Running News may recall a previous incident, documented by me in a
race report on the Pensford 10k circa 2005, when Pete had purchased (a tad hastily, I felt) a rather fetching
but extremely tight pair of synthetic turquoise running shorts - I kid you not. Unfortunately he had failed
to road test them before the race and came across the finish line with terrible case of chafing. The shorts
were summarily removed, stamped into the ground and relegated to a convenient waste bin in front of our
very eyes. One might have hoped lessons on tight kit would have been learnt – but no. At the Tintern Trot
the culprits were the laces on his running shoes. They caused him a painful toe injury which kicked in
rather conveniently just before the steepest climb on the route. He had to make his way across country
back to the start. Fortunately, I’d had a small monetary bet with Pete before hand that he couldn't beat his
arch rival on the course John McD, so I was quids in when he paid up.
I have asked fellow TACHers to give their thoughts on the race …
Fast start, with a group of 4 or 5 - 2 chaps went off even harder and pulled away. Gradually spread out
and I dropped back into 7th. At first climb gained a couple of places. Found myself unsure of route in
forest - probably me but didn't think route that clear - no big problems but had to think once or twice as
tape was a few meters into the correct path. Lost a place on the descent about 1.5 miles from finish. &o
energy to catch up on the flat - probably pushed a bit too hard on the first 1.5 miles of flat.
Rob
Couldn't decide if it was up or down. A soon as I got to a down hill there was an uphill. Best bit was a free
pint afterwards … and cheering Sue in.
Mike
The free beer back at the pub was very good.

John

For me the best bit was seeing all the cheering TACH faces – already changed out of kit and relaxing in
the pub garden- as they encouraged me on to the finish. Oh yes and I agree the free pint of “Dursley
Steam” was a bonus. Why don’t all races do this?
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Training Runs
The Bowl, Almondsbury

21/05/09

Great scenery, great mud, lots of nettles. Really nice route though I think I need a lie down now.
Claire
As a fairly local runner living in Thornbury, I must say that this is the best run that I have done. I have
lived in the area for nearly 6 years and have run around here on quite a few occasions but none of these
other runs could compare.
Frank Brady
Found I can still run up the “old race” finish after 17 years!

Compton Inn, Compton Dando

Libby

28/05/09

Doesn’t get much better than this – wonderful route, weather and company. This is what TACH is all
about. As I said to Jon Gledson, this is the San Siro of TACH runs – a theatre.
Pete K
Back from the wilderness and what a great run. Hills, rivers, cows, dogs, bluebells, lakes, Butcombe,
great company. Thank you TACH.
Mike B
Sheepdogging in the stream – fantastic!! PK sheepdogs on near vertical slopes but I reckon you can’t
beat stream sheepdogging.
Ed.

Old Spot, Dursley

18/06/09

Beginning of Leg 7 and end of Leg 6 of Cotswold Way Relay. Connected by woods above Waterly
Bottom and a climb up Uley Bury – very scenic.
The Gaveller
Had to be a good run to justify the long drive – and it was! The best views. Steep hills. Often
wondered what’s on the other side of the hills near the M5 – a stunning great valley. Jonathan
Have not run for 10 days, having been at the TT surviving on fry-up biker breakfasts and a few pints. I
suspect my legs are going to feel like concrete tomorrow after this excellent run.
Don Juan
The longest Thursday evening of the year – just as well, as we didn’t get back until about 8:50. Good
running and views and now ace beer – Old Ric.
El Capitan

Uley Bury shows itself behind a cheerful bunch of
TACHers. Less cheer was shown on the ascent of it.
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Prince’s Motto, Barrow Gurney

25/06/09

Easing back into off-road after injury. Was pleased leg coped with furrows, tussocks etc. Good chips in
the pub accompanied by a lake of vinegar.
Chrissie
As we are all doing the Cotswold Way Relay on Sat (except Chris), he said “we will go the short way,
not the long way”. But cut off paths meant it was the long way. Lots of long, long grass, wild flowers
and views of the reservoir – and a good dose of hayfever!
Ruth
A relaxed run tonight. Did Beacon Batch on Tuesday and Cotswold Way Relay oming up on Saturday.
Had even considered going climbing instead! Great run justified the decision to TACH. Great pub;
chips; Butcombe.
Jonathan

Crown, Churchill

16/07/09

Exchanged texts with Ant during the day about bringing wellies and surfboards - but bright sky appeared
as we approached Churchill. We started with a lung-bursting climb (the breeze on the top was welcome),
followed by some lovely slippy-slidy descent over rocks and mud. A belting run in and a few beers in
the penumbral gloom of the Crown brought the perfect close to a great run.
Don Juan
Torrential rain all afternoon produced perfect running conditions: lots of mud and water running down
the paths. It was really nice to do a new route from this pub and there was a fantastic never-ending
climb at the start. Well done Chris B. Luv ya all!
Turtle
The barmaid took time to explain all the ales – taste, strength, origin etc. Good stuff!

Windmill, Portishead

El Capitan

30/07/09

Lovely weather – ran the usual route clockwise, hanging on at the back as usual. Past the swimming
pool, done up by the Americans; past my Dad’s battery; through the woods; along the lockside. The
front runners bothered by a gang of youths who patted the odd bottom. A roady bit, along a closed
footpath and a new route through the brambles. The coast path was great.
The Gaveller
Not goodbye but au revoir. A great run along the sea. Feel a bit sad it’s my last Thursday with TACH –
will miss it.
Mike
Graet run! First 10k since June, so a bit of a struggle. Off to Addis Ababa on Monday, where running
will be even tougher.
David
Nice dry trails, I like. Muddy fields, not so keen. Envisaged some nice trails prior to the run and was
not disappointed. No surprise the pub is getting a facelift – it needs it!
P.S. Avoid Moles beers like the plague.
Pete K
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Green Man News
All hail!
I have discovered that an artistic trailblazer, Richard Long, has been there before us.
I first came across his work at the Arnolfini years ago. He first came to prominence as a conceptual artist,
when he exhibited a photo of a line made by walking in the late 60s. From this he evolved the concept of
walking across the countryside as a form of landscape art, which he recorded in words printed on walls,
photographs, stone cirles and mud splashed on walls.
I visited a major Richard Long exhibition at Tate Britain a few weeks ago, where I noticed that his walk
from Stonehenge to Galstonbury was the same length as the Green Man Challenge - 45 miles. So I wrote
to him - and he replied with the following piece:HOME
LAND
WALK
A CONTINUOUS WALK OF 45 MILES IN 16 HOURS
AROUND BRISTOL ON THE COMMUNITY FOREST PATH
A WALK ENCIRCLING MY BIRTHPLACE
AND THE BIRTHPLACES OF FOUR GENERATIONS OF
MY FAMILY
RICHARD LONG 1998

I think that makes him the first Woodwose - unless some one knows better. I'd better send him a
certificate.
Your humble servant
The Gaveller
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Club Championship 2009
Quarter 2
(by El Capitan)
I am pleased to say that many of us are still updating the club championship grid over the chit chat, beer
and crisps that follow our training runs and we have enjoyed several races over the last few months that
have had a solid TACH representation. Those of us who have been racing, training, leading runs and have
the energy left to pick up a pen and note this all down may wonder how things are shaping up and who has
a finger on the shiny trophy that has spent the last few years in John’s kitchen….
As we left Q1 the championship table looked like this:
Chris Smart –
116 points
Chris Bloor 90 points
John McDonough – 80 points
Jonathan 57 points

Cathy Turtle Libby David -

53 points
47 points
41 points
35 points

The points for Q2 were:
Chris Smart 162 points
Chris Bloor 131 points
Jonathan 127 points
Rob 92 points

John McDonough Turtle Libby David -

78 points
71 points
68 points
55 points

So the updated scores are:
Chris Smart 278
Chris Bloor 221
Jonathan 184
John McDonough - 158

Rob Turtle Libby David -

155
118
109
90

The longest days are way behind us and it looks to be a 2 or maybe 3 horse race for the trophy. However,
do not despair and don’t stop completing the championship log. There will be a consolation prize
which will be drawn at the 12th night supper. Every 10 points recorded will get a ticket into the draw – the
more 10 points you record, the more chances to win!!!
Remaining races in this year’s championship:
King Alfred’s Torment
Mendip Muddle
Sodbury Slog
Full Monty Cute

Sunday 20th Sept
Sunday 11th October
Sunday 8th November (sold out)
Sunday 6th December (this will no doubt soon sell out!)

I hope to see you there - Rob
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Race Results
Results for TACH Members
(TC = TACH Championship Race)
Black Horse Dash 5.8 miles
14/05/2009 - 51 finishers
Name
Time
Position
Robert Hicks
39:58
5
Peter Kennedy
42:31
10
Jonathan Gledson
44:16
14
Peter Brown
44:58
15
John McDonough
48:15
21
Ruth Pitchers
51:42
28
Chris Smart
52:07
29
David Giles
55:59
41
Cathy Fagg
56:19
44
Patrick Winstone
59:06
47
Chris Bloor
59:51
48
Marlborough Downs Challenge
16/05/2009
20 mile Challenge Walk - 41 finishers
Diane Zimmer
5hrs 34:19
20
John Tarkanyi
5hrs 34:26
21
33 mile Trail Race - 122 finishers
Chris Smart
6hrs 07:16
76
Cowpat Canter 12k Trail Race
17/05/2009 - 210 finishers
Patrick Winstone
1hr 05:59
Hogweed Trot 10k
18/05/2009 - 252 finishers
Chris Smart
49:20

64

157

625
930

Edinburgh Marathon
31/05/2009 - 8,250 finishers
Robert Hicks
3 hrs 23:32

554
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Westonbirt Arboretum 10K
08/06/2009 - 661 finishers
John Seager
47:29
Patrick Winstone
52:13

157
311

Man v Horse 22 miles
13/06/2009 - 254 runners, 40 horses
Robert Hicks
2hrs 44:32
12
beat 29 horses

Jonathan Gledson

3hrs 23:23

91

3hrs 32:15

118

3hrs 44:28

149

beat 18 horses

Chris Smart
beat 13 horses

Antony Clark
beat 12 horses

Clevedon 10K
16/06/2009 - 339 finishers
Cathy Fagg
49:33
Patrick Winstone
50:56

210
239

Warminster Forest 10 miles
21/06/2009 - 153 finishers
Patrick Winstone
1hr 16:03

55

(TC)

Plymouth Half Marathon
24/05/2009 - 3,887 finishers
Patrick Winstone
1hr 44:38
Emma Oughton
1hr 50:21

Blaize Blazer 4 miles
01/06/2009 - 88 finishers
Joe Scaife
29:43
Chris Smart
30:49

Rowberrow Rabbit Run 8k
04/06/2009 - 83 finishers
Name
Time
Position
Ruth Pitchers
45:24
48
Cathy Fagg
48:54
69
Bronnie Dulroy
55:49
80

36
42

Beacon Batch 5 mile Fell Race
23/06/2009 - 97 finishers
Robert Hicks
32:58
Jonathan Gledson
38:00
Chris Smart
42:25

(TC)
2
23
48

Nailsea Festival 10K
24/06/2009 - 193 finishers
Patrick Winstone
52:14

129

Bourton Hilly Half Marathon
27/06/2009 - 280 finishers
Patrick Winstone
1hr 41:52

79
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Cotswold Way Relay
27/06/2009 - 68 teams
Leg 1 - 19.2k (ascent 392m, descent 444m)
Name
Time
Position
John McDonough
1hr 46:08
35
Leg 2 - 19.0k (ascent 525m, descent 366m)
Chris Smart
1hr 49:07
37
Leg 3 - 13.2k (ascent 327m, descent 371m)
Sue Baic
1hr 45:00
66
Leg 4 - 20.4k (ascent 406m, descent 388m)
Robert Hicks
1hr 30:45
5
Leg 5 - 18.9k (ascent 307m, descent 503m)
Tilly Shaw
1hr 57:17
53
Leg 6 - 14.0k (ascent 409m, descent 367m)
Antony Clark
1hr 30:06
46
Leg 7 - 11.6k (ascent 292m, descent 299m)
Jonathan Gledson
58:28
13
Leg 8 - 19.4k (ascent 404m, descent 360m)
Ruth Pitchers
2hrs 04:01
44
Leg 9 - 14.8k (ascent 240m, descent 148m)
Jason Pitchers
1hr 13:02
14
Leg 10 – 15.7k (ascent 240m, descent 410m)
Peter Kennedy
1hr 13:03
4
Downlander 10 miles
28/06/2009 - 178 finishers
Joe Scaife
1hr 40:21
Claire Scaife
2hr 01:35

96
160

Charmouth Challenge 8 miles
04/07/2009 - 257 finishers
Robert Hicks
56:02
6
Chris Bloor
1hr 24:37
192
Blaize Blazer 4 miles
06/07/2009 - 109 finishers
Jonathan Gledson
26:31
Chris Smart
30:01
Joe Scaife
30:06
Dundry Thunderer 10k
09/07/2009 - 65 finishers
Pete Brown
50:47
Ruth Pitchers
54:55

Tintern Trot 6 miles
(TC)
23/07/2009 - 129 finishers
Name
Time
Position
Robert Hicks
42:57
6
Chris Smart
53:08
46
John McDonough
54:41
55
Mike Bastow
55:41
61
Chrissie Kelly
1hr 07:57
116
Sue Baic
1hr 21:22
128
Exmoor Seaview
26/07/2009 - 124 finishers
Patrick Winstone
3hrs 41:19

52

Kymin Dash 7 miles
26/07/2009 - 148 finishers
Jonathan Gledson
45:55

15

Bristol Triathlon
400m swim, 25k bike, 5k run
26/07/2009 - 238 finishers
Joe Scaife
1hr 32:09

150

Sturminster Newton Half Marathon
02/08/2009 - 416 finishers
Patrick Winstone
1hr 41:57
141
Blaize Blazer 4 miles
03/08/2009 - 116 finishers
Joe Scaife
30:27
Chris Smart
30:34

52
53

Manic Midsummer Duathlon
2 mile run, 10 mile bike, 2 mile run
05/08/2009 - 165 finishers
Chris Smart
56:53
102

12
47
49

Burrington Blaster 10k
06/08/2009 - 55 finishers
Pete Brown
41 :52

12

21
33

GWR Towpath 10k
07/08/2009 - 179 finishers
Joe Scaife
45:16
Claire Scaife
1hr 00:18

80
174

Fan y Big Horseshoe Race 10.3 miles
19/07/2009 - 75 finishers
Jonathan Gledson
1hr 32:12
10
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Amazing Autumn Run List
THURSDAY RUB-LIST: AUTUMB
TACH RUNS START at 7pm (with 10 minutes leeway for latecomers)
When will we need to dust down our Petzls?
WHEB?
August
13th
August
20th
August
27th
Sept.
3rd
Sept.
10th
Sept.
17th
Sept.
24th
October
1st
October
8th
October
15th
October
22nd
October
29th
Nov.
5th
Nov.
12th
Nov.
19th
Nov.
26th

WHERE?
Lock and Weir,
Hanham Abbots,
Dfc 4M
ST 648700
George and Dragon,
Pensford,
Dfc 6M
ST620638
Blue Flame,
Nailsea
Dfc 7M
ST448690
Cross House,
Doynton
Dfc 8M
ST 718742
Bird in the Hand,
Long Ashton
Dfc 3M
ST540702
Cross Hands,
Fishponds
Dfc 4M
ST637760
AGM
Chez Sue at 64 Melbourne Rd,
Bishopston BS7 8LD
Coronation,
Dean Lane
Dfc <1M
ST584719
Blathwayt Arms,
Lansdown
Dfc 9M
ST726686
Queen’s Arms,
Chew Magna
Dfc 6M
ST578633
Black Horse,
Clapton in Gordano
Dfc 7M
ST473739
Green Man,
Alfred Place, Kingsdown
Dfc <1M
ST584737
Dundry Inn,
Dundry
Dfc 4M
ST557668
Victoria,
Chock Lane
Dfc 3M
ST574774
Compton Inn,
Compton Dando
Dfc 6M
ST646646
Inn on the Green,
Horfield
Dfc 3M
ST597774

WHY?
A riverside pub with seating near the weir.
Should be a good evening.
An attack on Maes Knoll – a version of
Turtle’s run
Probably Bill’s route. It seems to be the
best from this excellent pub.
Jonathan has something special in mind –
“a genuine bit of the Cotswolds right on our
doorstep”.

A run through the area threatened by a
plan to build 10 000 houses
A run up Purdown from one of Glen
Dawkins’ excellent pubs
A run will precede the Meeting. Please
bring a bottle – food will be provided by
the club.
Another angle on a threatened landscape.

A toughish run up and down the plateau

Any number of routes from this excellent
pub.
Great pub, but the only way is up!

Organic ale preceded by an urban run with
a green tinge.
We should be able to see some fireworks
from here!
It’ll be the river run. Possibly best to park
in village car park and walk through
churchyard.
Something a little bit different from the
usual race route.
I guess we’ll head for Purdown before
deciding whether to go for cider or beer!

Dfc = Distance from Centre (IE Beptune’s Statue)
Rough Running News
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Membership Corner
2010 Virgin London Marathon
One of the great benefits of TACH membership is the chance to run the
London Marathon with the entry that has been provided to the club.
If you are unsuccessful in the online ballot for the 2010 Virgin London
Marathon, you will be able to put your rejection slips "into the hat" at our
12th Night Dinner, where the winner of the TACH entry will be drawn.
Good Luck!

Membership Renewal…..
But with great benefits, as that above, come responsibilities. It is time to renew your membership.
Overleaf is a form for renewal of Membership.
If you joined the club after 1st April 2009, you do not owe any money now. However, I would be
grateful if you could fill in your contact details and return the form, to make sure that I have them
correctly.
Everyone else, I would appreciate early receipt of your form and ‘dosh’, so I can get details to UK
Athletics, to whom we are affiliated. UKA will be producing membership cards in the not too distant
future but in the meantime your current TACH ones will remain valid. However, if you do have any
problems getting discounts etc. do let me know.
Thanks. Libby.

A.G.M
The Annual General Meeting will be held on 24th September, after the run for that evening.
The location will be Chez Sue at 64 Melbourne Rd, Bishopston BS7 8LD
Everyone is welcome to both the run and the meeting. Please send any items you may wish to be added
to the agenda (e.g. nominations) to John McDonough a.s.a.p - jmcd1955@hotmail.com.
Please bring a bottle – food will be provided by the club.
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!!Membership
!!Membership Now Due!!
TOWN AND COUNTRY HARRIERS
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM *
FOR 1st September 2009 – 31st August 2010

Name:………………………………………………………………………………….
Address:……………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………….
Post Code:…………………………………………………………………………….
Telephone Number:………………………………………………………………...
Mobile Number:……………………………………………………………………..
E-mail address:……………………………………………………………………...
First Claim Club:…………………………………………………………………….
(if paying second claim membership)
membership)
Date of Birth (if new member) ……………………………………………………………………..

Subscriptions are:are:-

Single first claim membership £12.00
Joint first claim membership

£18.00

Second claim membership

£ 7.00

Prompt payment would be appreciated as your membership
membership has been recorded with, and a fee paid to,
England Athletics. Please let me know if you have still not received your membership card or are having
problems with the online portal.

* If you joined after 1st April your renewal is not required until 1/9/2010.
1/9/2010.
Please complete and return (with cheque payable to Town and Country Harriers) to:
Libby Bloor, 161, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol BS9 4QW.
Thanks,

Libby.
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